5 facts about cardiovascular report turnaround time
5 facts about cardiovascular report turnaround time that may be impacting your service line

No one ever said “I want slow cardiology report turnaround!” But for many cardiovascular service lines, this still presents a challenge. Difficulties with capacity management, complex systems and workflows, scheduling, and slow access to insightful data may be the cause. The impact of slow turnaround time could be greater than you realize.

Take a closer look at 5 facts about report turnaround time that are important to understand – and find out how digitalizing healthcare can support you in transforming care delivery.
Customer satisfaction is essential to remaining competitive. Improving report turnaround time can be difficult to prioritize with the growing expectations from the C-Suite, payers, referring physicians, and patients.

The cardiology report turnaround impacts how soon patients get the care they need. The risk to patients can help move “decreasing report turnaround time” higher up on the priority list.
Staffing levels impact your ability for report turnaround

Is your cardiology staffing level consistent with your patient volume? The ability to visualize and manage staffing is crucial to revealing improvement opportunities in capacity planning – and to optimizing turnaround time.

Strike a better balance!
Schedule the right-sized team with the right combination of skillsets for a specific study type to make your cardiology service line delivery more effective and more efficient.
Information technology is at the core of connected cardiovascular care. Growing amounts of data from multiple system sources, staffing levels, and rising cost pressure can increase complexity – resulting in inefficiencies and reporting delays.

Unburden your team! Make sure that both clinical and administrative data is available, interoperable, and actionable when and where it’s needed.
Slow report turnaround time is a double-edged sword when it comes to patient discharge planning. It can unnecessarily increase length of stay while the attending physician waits for cardiology results.

The faster your report turnaround, the faster you might get paid

Improve both patient experience and your bottom line! The faster you send a report to the ordering physician, the faster you can submit your claim for reimbursement or billing.
The right cardiology analytics solution can turn complex data into visually intuitive insights. With collected and consolidated data on turnaround time, patient flow, staff scheduling, and capacity, it’s easier to determine the precise starting points for enhancing efficiency and competitiveness.

Open a window into your clinical and operational performance to gain timely and meaningful insights. And drill down into the details of your service line from a comprehensive dashboard.

Our comprehensive cardiology analytics solution helps you speed up report turnaround time. Contact us and see how we can help you digitalize healthcare and transform care delivery.